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If you've been searching for word searches you can actually see without a struggle, look no further.

The letters in these grids are large, as are the words in the lists. So, if you still can't find a word in

these puzzles by master Mark Danna, it won't be because you couldn't read it!
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I purchase the puzzle books in large print for my mother. She loves these and though her eye sight

is very poor she can actualy work these puzzles - I wish new ones would come out more often!

This Book is 2 in 1. After you complete the word search, there is also a riddle to complete. They

were FUNNY and ENTERTAINING. Note that the words are on one side and the puzzle on the

other.I purchased this for my senior mother and everyone (6 y.o. to 65 y.o.) enjoyed working on this

puzzle. Originally, I was looking for LARGE print and not only did this fit the bill, it gave an added

bonus. I think the teenager loved it more than anyone (well, except my Mom).I was impressed with

the detailed work that the author - Mark Danna put into this puzzle book. You CAN not FIND this at

ANY dollar store.THIS PUZZLE WAS A COMPLETE SUCCESS. BUY AT LEAST TWO BECAUSE

ONE WILL NOT ENOUGH, SHARE!!! Great gift idea.

My 95 year old mother is addicted to word searches, but now needs them to be LARGE PRINT.

This one has great variety of shapes and subjects. She likes it so much that she is rationing the

pages to make them last. She fills in with others that are not as fun.



I'm buying this as a gift for my mom because she enjoys doing Wordsearch puzzles. She doesn't

have the best eyesight so I've been buying large print versions of these books. I decided to try this

one by Mark Danna, but when they say Large Print, they really mean it! The font used is huge! That

wouldn't be that big of a problem if they words were hidden better, but if you just barely glance at

the puzzle you'll probably notice at least 3 or 4 words written plain as day. The puzzles should be

much more challenging than that. As another reviewer states, just because one's eyesight may

have faltered does not mean their mental capacity has as well. Another thing I don't like about the

book is the odd shapes the puzzles are in. It's just distracting and gimmicky. The book itself is

well-made. It's spiral bound and uses bright thick quality paper. I just wish the puzzles inside were

more fulfilling. I really should have looked more closely at the 'Look Inside" preview to see just how

large and easy these puzzles are.I plan to give the book to my mom for her Birthday tomorrow. I'm

disappointed in it, but maybe she might just like it. I'll update this review once I find out.Update: I just

thought I'd update and say my mom didn't dislike the book (or didn't tell me so) but we definitely

both agree that the wordsearch was too easy. I think she enjoyed finding out the answers to the

riddles after completing the wordsearch more than the wordsearch itself.I recently got her The

Everything Large-Print Word Search Book: 150 easy-to-read puzzles (Everything Series) and I can

tell she likes it much more. It has a nice variety of puzzles, and they're the right size and level of

challenge. It's a good value, and there are several in the Everything Series to choose from

Did not realize it would be so heavy. I bought as a gift for my 90 year old mother-in-law for

Christmas but she will have to use it at her desk or on a table as it is not suitable for hand holding

for the elderly. I did like the way it was laid out and with spiral binding

I bought this for my Mom who is 77 for Christmas and she loves it...It is the sprial bound and easy to

read large print.

I bought several of these for my mom for Christmas and when they came, I couldn't wait. I gave

them to her today and she was so excited to get them. She won't need her glasses, which at age 81

she claims she doesn't need, and can see everything fine. The spiral binding makes it so easy for

her to work on one puzzle at a time as well. A total winner with her and that makes them a total

winner for me! Very pleased.



I was under the impression that these books were designed for the elderly, and that's also what

you'll find in the introduction; however, look at the fine print and you'll see that these are children's

puzzles. While they are too easy in general, there are some challenging words and each puzzle has

a hidden message (and those can be a bit of a challenge).
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